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Abstract

In this paper we address the issue of providing multi-
media traffic support in asynchronous Ad hoc wireless net-
works. Since multimedia traffic has stringent bounds on
end-to-end delay we do resource reservation for transmit-
ting such traffic. The existing asynchronous MAC protocols
such as RTMAC [1] and MACA/PR [2] when used for mul-
timedia traffic provide inefficient utilization of network re-
sources and affect call acceptance ratio and call drop ratio
of multimedia traffic severely. Hence in this work we mod-
ify the RTMAC protocol for supporting multimedia traffic,
so that it overcomes these limitations and improves packet
delivery ratio and end-to-end delay of such traffic.

The core concept of this protocol is a novel slot alloca-
tion strategy for efficient utilization of the available band-
width for carrying multimedia traffic and best-effort traffic.
Extensive simulations were performed to assess the perfor-
mance of the protocol under varying network conditions.
The simulations clearly indicate the gains in using such a
slot allocation strategy for carrying multimedia traffic.

1. Introduction

The characteristics of Ad hoc wireless networks, such as
unrestricted mobility of nodes, imprecise routing informa-
tion, lack of centralized coordination, and limited resource
availability (battery power and bandwidth), make QoS pro-
visioning a very challenging problem for multimedia appli-
cations. Since it is almost impossible to transmit the mul-
timedia traffic in uncompressed (raw) form over wired or
wireless networks due to its huge bandwidth requirement,
audio or video traffic is first compressed and then transmit-
ted over the network.
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There are two major techniques to encode (compress)
traffic generated by a video source, namely, Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) encoding and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) encod-
ing. In CBR encoding technique, the target bit rate is kept
constant regardless of the complexity of frames in the video.
But in the case of VBR encoding technique, the target bit
rate varies depending on the complexity of frames to be en-
coded. Even after applying compression on the traffic gen-
erated by the multimedia source, the applications involve
transmitting huge quantities of multimedia traffic, thereby
consuming huge bandwidth on the path chosen for multi-
media streaming. Here, multimedia streaming refers to the
technique which allows the user to immediately playback
the multimedia content received so far without waiting for
downloading the whole media of the session. Multimedia
streaming imposes strict bounds on delay and jitter, while it
can tolerate small amount of packet loss. With the advent
of the IEEE 802.11 a/b/g technology, which offers a data
rate upto 54 Mbps for the wireless channels, multimedia
streaming has become feasible in Ad hoc wireless networks.
Applications such as radio broadcasting, voice communica-
tion, video-on-demand, video conferencing, and distributed
gaming require multimedia streaming.

In streaming applications, the video is often pre-encoded
and stored at streaming servers. The VBR video stream can
be characterized with four parameters, namely, minVbrPk-
tSize, meanVbrPktSize, standardDeviationVbrPktSize, and
maxVbrPktSize. In terms of multimedia streaming over
wired or wireless networks, CBR encoded traffic requires
fixed amount of bandwidth while VBR encoded traffic re-
quires variable bandwidth on the path chosen for carrying
the multimedia traffic.

In this paper, we address transmission of spatial scalable
encoded multimedia traffic [3] in Ad hoc wireless networks.
Here we assume that a two-layer spatial scalable encoding
technique is used to code the video into a Base Layer (BL)
and one Enhancement Layer (EL). A BL coder is used to
generate BL packets at a low bit rate with moderate image
quality. In the spatial scalable encoding technique, the EL
coder takes the input video frame, the decoded output of
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the BL packet, and encodes the difference between them
into an EL packet. In this scalable video coding approach,
the BL packets must be received completely in order to de-
code and display video with a basic quality. The reception
of EL packets improves upon the basic video quality. The
two-layer video coding technique has two main variants.
In the first variant, the generated bit rates of both the lay-
ers are variable (VBR-VBR), while in the second variant
the base layer produces CBR traffic and the enhancement
layer produces VBR traffic (CBR-VBR) [4]. In this paper,
we address the transmission of multimedia traffic that is en-
coded using CBR-VBR video coding technique. Combined
with unequal error protection, spatial encoding technique
provides a graceful degradation of the image quality in the
case of transmission errors, which otherwise can result in a
complete packet loss. This feature is especially important in
wireless communication, where channel conditions degrade
significantly over certain periods in time [5].

2. Related work

The contention-based MAC protocols such as the IEEE
802.11 [6], Multiple Access Collision Avoidance (MACA)
[7], and Multiple Access Collision Avoidance protocol for
Wireless LANs (MACAW) [8] cannot support real-time
traffic as these kinds of traffic require QoS guarantees to
be provided. These protocols lack any resource reserva-
tion scheme to do reservation for real-time traffic a pri-
ori. In order to support real-time traffic, certain protocols
are proposed in the literature, which have built-in mech-
anisms for reserving resources a priori. These protocols
can be further classified into synchronous and asynchronous
protocols. Synchronous protocols require time synchro-
nization among all participating nodes in the network, so
that reservations made by a node are known to its neigh-
bor nodes. Examples of synchronous protocols are Cluster
TDMA [9], Distributed Packet Reservation Multiple Ac-
cess (D-PRMA) [10], and Soft Reservation Multiple Ac-
cess protocol with Priority Assignment (SRMA/PA) [11].
But it is difficult to achieve global time synchronization
in Ad hoc wireless networks due to their inherent charac-
teristics as mentioned earlier. On the other hand, asyn-
chronous protocols do not require any global synchroniza-
tion among nodes in the network. These protocols usually
use relative time information for making reservations. Ex-
amples of asynchronous protocols are Multiple Access Col-
lision Avoidance/Piggyback Reservation (MACA/PR) [2]
and Real-time MAC (RTMAC) [1]. MACA/PR and RT-
MAC protocols assume that real-time traffic is CBR in na-
ture. In the following we explain RTMAC protocol in brief
and discuss how the existing asynchronous protocols are in-
efficient in supporting multimedia traffic.

2.1. RTMAC

RTMAC protocol supports real-time CBR traffic along
with best-effort (BE) traffic. It consists of two parts: (a) a
MAC layer protocol, which is a real-time extension of IEEE
802.11 DCF, in which the bandwidth reservation is done for
real-time connections and (b) a QoS extension of the DSDV
[12] protocol, which is responsible for end-to-end reserva-
tion and release of resources. The MAC layer protocol is in
turn divided into two parts, a contention-based medium ac-
cess protocol for BE traffic and a reservation-based medium
access protocol for real-time CBR traffic. BE packets are
sent using the normal RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK handshaking
mechanism as described in [6]. For real-time CBR ses-
sions, bandwidth reservations are made by reserving vari-
able length time slots on super-frames, which are suffi-
cient enough to carry the CBR traffic. Each super-frame
consists of a number of reservation-slots (resv-slots). A
node that has real-time packets for transmission, reserves a
block of consecutive resv-slots, which are henceforth called
connection-slots (conn-slots) on a super-frame and uses the
same conn-slots to transmit in successive super-frames. The
slot allocation differs from the TDMA scheme because in
this case no time synchronization is assumed and the proto-
col uses a relative time for all reservation purposes. A three-
way handshake mechanism (ResvRTS-ResvCTS-ResvACK)
is used to effect the reservation.

2.2. Limitations of existing asynchronous protocols

The existing asynchronous solutions such as MACA/PR
and RTMAC provide QoS support for only the real-time
CBR traffic. Since a CBR application generates fixed
length packets, RTMAC protocol reserves a set of resv-slots
in super-frame, which are sufficient enough to accommo-
date Real-time DATA (CBR-DATA) and Real-time ACK
(CBR-ACK) packets. But for carrying multimedia traffic
that is encoded using CBR-VBR video coding technique,
we have to modify the slot allocation strategy of RTMAC
protocol. A naive slot allocation strategy (similar to the
one used in RTMAC protocol) can be stated as follows.
Since CBR-VBR encoding generates constant length pack-
ets (CBR-DATA packets) and variable length packets (i.e.,
VBR-DATA packet length varies between minVbrPktSize
and maxVbrPktSize), reserve a set of resv-slots in super-
frame, which are sufficient enough to accommodate CBR-
DATA packet, CBR-ACK packet, VBR-DATA packet of
size maxVbrPktSize, and VBR-ACK packet. Though this
approach ensures that multimedia traffic received by the re-
ceiver is of high image quality, it has the following limita-
tions.

• Since the ratio of maxVbrPktSize to meanVbrPktSize is
high (to the tune of 2 to 20 depending on the nature of
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Figure 1. Histogram for the enhancement
layer (VBR) traffic of Silence of the Lambs
video trace, available at [3].

the given video stream, see Figures 1 and 2), the above
mentioned allocation strategy results in inefficient al-
location of limited resv-slots present in super-frame.
Hence, the average call acceptance ratio and call drop
ratio of multimedia traffic get affected.

• In Figures 1 and 2, we have plotted histograms of the
enhancement layer (VBR-DATA) packets as a function
of frame size for two of the video traces available at
[3]. As shown in the figures, the sizes of the most of
the VBR-DATA packets (approximately 80% to 90%
of VBR-DATA packets depending on the nature of the
given video stream) lie below the sum of meanVbrP-
ktSize and standardDeviationVbrPktSize. Hence dur-
ing the multimedia session, most of the slots reserved
for carrying the VBR-DATA packets remain unused.
As it is not possible to make use of these unused re-
served slots, throughput of the network remains low.
Hence for supporting multimedia traffic and BE traffic,
we need a MAC protocol with the following features.

– Since scalable encoded multimedia traffic can
tolerate packet loss to some extent, we need an
efficient slot allocation strategy that exploits this
feature while reserving resv-slots in super-frame,
thereby improving average call acceptance ratio
and call drop ratio of multimedia traffic.

– The protocol should allow BE packets to dy-
namically make use of unused reserved slots (if
any) of multimedia sessions, thereby increasing
throughput of the network.

In the following section, we provide a MAC protocol

Figure 2. Histogram for the enhancement
layer (VBR) traffic of Terminator One video
trace, available at [3].

with these features. The proposed protocol is a modifi-
cation of RTMAC protocol for supporting multimedia
traffic and BE traffic.

3. Our MAC protocol

In this paper we consider the transmission of spa-
tial scalable encoded multimedia traffic and BE traf-
fic in Ad hoc wireless networks. As mentioned ear-
lier, with scalable coding, each frame generated by
the video source is encoded into a fixed length base
layer (CBR-DATA) packet and a variable length en-
hancement layer (VBR-DATA) packet. We use terms
CBR-DATA packet and CBR packet, and VBR-DATA
packet and VBR packet interchangeably in this paper.

3.1. Slot allocation strategy

Slot allocation strategy for BL packets is similar to
the one used in RTMAC protocol. That means a cer-
tain number of resv-slots in super-frame needs to be
reserved for these fixed length (CBR-DATA) packets.
However, slot allocation process for EL (VBR-DATA)
packets is not trivial. Here the problem is in deter-
mining how many number of resv-slots in super-frame
needs to be kept aside for these packets. Our slot al-
location strategy exploits the feature that the sizes of
most of the VBR packets lie below the sum of mean-
VbrPktSize and standardDeviationVbrPktSize and the
ability of multimedia traffic to sustain some fraction
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of packet loss, while reserving slots for VBR packets.
It allocates a set of resv-slots in super-frame that are
sufficient enough to carry all the VBR packets whose
packet sizes lie below the sum of meanVbrPktSize and
standardDeviationVbrPktSize. The remaining VBR
packets are treated similar to BE packets. Each node
maintains a BE priority queue. It holds QoS-DSDV
control packets, the remaining VBR packets, and BE
data packets in this order. These remaining VBR pack-
ets need to be transmitted within a super-frame time
after insertion into the queue. If it is not possible to do
so, such packets are discarded from transmission and
removed from the corresponding priority queue.

We define freeSlotSize as the maximum number
of freely available resv-slots. cbrSlotSize is the
number of slots required to carry CBR-DATA and
CBR-ACK packets. type1V brSlotSize is the num-
ber of slots required to carry VBR-ACK packet and
VBR-DATA packet whose size lies below the sum
of meanVbrPktSize and standardDeviationVbrPktSize.
type2V brSlotSize is the number of slots required
to carry VBR-ACK packet and VBR-DATA packet
whose size lies below meanVbrPktSize. If node A
wants to establish a multimedia session with its neigh-
bor node B, node A checks its reservation table along
with its neighbor reservation information in order to
determine a set of free slots for carrying CBR and
VBR packets. This slot allocation strategy (SAS) is
described in the following algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 SlotAllocationStrategy ( )

if (freeSlotSize ≥ (cbrSlotSize +
type1V brSlotSize)) then

node A sends a ResvRTS containing relative time infor-
mation of (cbrSlotSize + type1V brSlotSize) slots.

else if (freeSlotSize ≥ (cbrSlotSize +
type2V brSlotSize)) then

node A sends a ResvRTS containing relative time infor-
mation of (cbrSlotSize + type2V brSlotSize) slots.

else if (freeSlotSize ≥ cbrSlotSize) then
node A sends a ResvRTS containing relative time in-
formation of cbrSlotSize slots.

else
node A rejects the call request.

end if

The slot reservation mechanism is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. In this case, the size of VBR packet considered
is the sum of meanVbrPktSize and standardDeviation-
VbrPktSize. Here node A sends ResvRTS packet which
contains the relative time information of starting and
ending of the set of resv-slots to be reserved for CBR
packets and the relative time information of ending of

the set of resv-slots to be reserved for VBR packets.
Here we have to note that starting resv-slot for VBR
packets is the one that succeeds the ending resv-slot
for CBR-ACK packets. Upon reception, the receiver
node B checks its reservation table to see whether it
can receive in those resv-slots. If so, it replies with a
ResvCTS. Upon hearing this ResvCTS, all neighbors
of node B update their reservation tables. Node A
acknowledges reception of ResvCTS with ResvACK
and makes a valid reservation for the corresponding
conn-slots in its reservation table. ResvACK notifies
neighbors of node A about the reservation made cur-
rently. Once the reservation is made, CBR-DATA,
CBR-ACK, VBR-DATA, and VBR-ACK packets are
transmitted in these reserved slots in this order.

If node B receives a ResvRTS from node A on a
slot which is already reserved by a neighbor of node
B, then it will not respond to the ResvRTS by send-
ing ResvCTS, instead it just discards it. This is be-
cause originating a positive or negative acknowledg-
ment would cause collision with the actual reserva-
tion done by node B’s neighbor. Hence node A may
need to retry ResvRTS after some time. Node A may
retry for MaxResvRTSRetryLimit times after which the
reservation request is dropped. If ResvRTS is received
successfully in a free slot, but the requested resv-slots
are not free at the receiver node B, then it sends a
Reservation Negative CTS (ResvNCTS) back to the
node A. Upon receiving this, the node A makes an-
other attempt following same procedure with another
set of free resv-slots. Based on size of the conn-slots,
CBR packets and most of the VBR packets are trans-
mitted to the receiver node. The remaining VBR pack-
ets are inserted into BE priority queue and will be
transmitted depending on the availability of free slots
in the respective super-frames. Such packets need to be
transmitted before sending subsequent CBR packets in
the next super-frame. To this effect, a worstCaseVbr-
DataTxTime is defined for each VBR packet inserted
into BE queue which is the maximum time limit be-
fore which the VBR packet needs to be transmitted
to node B. The value of parameter worstCaseVbr-
DataTxTime depends on the super-frame time and the
laxity (deadline - current time) of the VBR packet
to be transmitted. Node A transmits a VBR packet
from its queue, only if worstCaseVbrDataTxTime of
that packet is greater than its local clock-time. Oth-
erwise node A discards that VBR packet from trans-
mission. Upon replying to the currently received CBR
packet with a CBR-ACK packet, based on the laxity of
the CBR packet received, node B will set a timer and
waits for receiving VBR packet. Note that the value of
timer lies in the range [0, super-frame time). If node
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Figure 3. Illustration of the slot reservation mechanism for a multimedia session.

B receives the corresponding VBR packet before the
timer expires, it cancels the timer, sends both CBR
and VBR packets to its QoS-DSDV routing module,
and acknowledges to the sender A with a VBR-ACK
packet. Since multimedia traffic is delay-sensitive, the
sender node does not retransmit unacknowledged CBR
packets. But in case of failing to receive VBR-ACK
packet, it stores VBR packet in its BE priority queue
and will try to transmit within a super-frame time.

3.2. Transmission of BE traffic

For transmitting packets in the BE queue, at the time
of backoff timer expiry, the remaining free slots in
the current super-frame are checked. If the available
free slots before the next conn-slots is greater than or
equal to the slots required for transmitting the current
packet from the queue, it will be sent. Otherwise, the
node waits for the conn-slots to finish and then re-
peats the above steps again. If the current packet is
a VBR packet, it will be sent only if its correspond-
ing worstCaseVbrDataTxTime is greater than the local
clock-time. Otherwise it is discarded and next packet
in the queue will be considered for transmission.

Consider the scenario in which one of the interme-
diate nodes IN1 on the path from the source to the
destination of a multimedia session reserved the conn-
slots with its downstream node IN2 that are sufficient
enough to carry CBR packet and either a VBR-DATA
packet whose size lies below the sum of meanVbrP-

ktSize and standardDeviationVbrPktSize or below the
meanVbrPktSize. Assume that node IN1 has received
only CBR packet from its upstream node on the path.
Upon reception of CBR-ACK after transmitting that
CBR packet to its downstream node IN2, node IN1
does not have the corresponding VBR for sending in
the slots that are reserved for VBR packets. Instead
of leaving these slots remain unutilized (wasted) in the
current super-frame, node IN1 tries to send the current
packet from the BE queue. For transmitting the current
packet, the slots required to transmit it and get back its
acknowledgment (for uni-cast packets) should be less
than or equal to the remaining unused slots available in
the conn-slots. Here we have to note that the receiver
of the packet that is going to be transmitted from the
queue need not to be the same downstream node IN2.
Further, if the packet that is to be transmitted is a BE
data packet, it is not necessary to exchange RTS and
CTS control packets before its transmission. This is
because of the current packet in the queue making use
of the slots that are reserved for one of the multimedia
sessions passing through that node IN1.

3.3. Reservation release mechanism

If a real-time session finishes or a path break is de-
tected by a sender node, it releases the slots reserved
in super-frame for that session, by sending Reserva-
tion Release RTS (ResvRelRTS) packet. ResvRelRTS
packet is a broadcast packet which indicates that the
sender requests its neighbors to release the resources,
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rather than the receiver itself. However, if the re-
ceiver hears the ResvRelRTS from the sender, it sends
a Reservation Release CTS (ResvRelCTS) thereby in-
forming its neighbors to release the reserved resources.
A more complex situation occurs, when the receiver
node or a neighbor node of the sender or the receiver
moves away with an existing reservation. Such moved
away nodes use a timeout mechanism to release the
locked-up reserved slots in their reservation tables.

3.4. QoS-DSDV

The QoS routing protocol holds the responsibility of
finding an end-to-end path which matches the QoS
requirements such as bandwidth, delay, and buffer
space. Here bandwidth is the QoS constraint which
contributes to the advantages in end-to-end delay and
packet delivery ratio. The QoS routing protocol used
is an extension of the Destination Sequenced Distance
Vector (DSDV) routing protocol [12]. DSDV is a
table-driven routing protocol which can be used to do
a fast reservation, wherein explicit end-to-end connec-
tion setup control packets are not required. Since a
node reserves the bandwidth by explicitly giving the
relative time (offset from the current time) to the free
slot, the node should keep track of the neighboring
nodes’ reservation information. In order to maintain
a consistent view of reservation tables of the neighbor-
ing nodes at each node, each node transmits its reser-
vation information along with the route update packet
which is defined as part of DSDV. Once a node receives
this information, it updates the reservation information
corresponding to that node.

Consider the scenario in which the QoS-DSDV routing
module of node A wants to reserve a set of resv-slots
with its downstream node B for a multimedia session.
Then it finds a set of resv-slots by checking the reser-
vation information of its neighbors and informs about
it to its MAC layer module which in turn makes reser-
vation with node B. This increases the chances of suc-
cessful reservation at the first attempt of ResvRTS it-
self. After making reservation, node A sends a packet
of that multimedia session in the corresponding conn-
slots to node B. Upon receiving first packet from node
A, the QoS-DSDV routing module of node B in turn
reserves a set of resv-slots with its downstream node
towards the destination of the multimedia session and
sends the corresponding packets in that conn-slots.

In the above scenario, assume that node A only man-
ages to reserve cbrSlotSize slots with node B,
while node B reserves more than that (i.e.,
cbrSlotSize + type1V brSlotSize or cbrSlotSize

+ type2V brSlotSize) with its downstream node.
Such excess reservation by node B can be justified as
follows. After sending a CBR packet to node B, node
A inserts the corresponding VBR packet into the BE
priority queue. This VBR packet is given more priority
over BE packets and will be transmitted if there exists
enough free slots in the upcoming super-frame. Since
sizes of most of VBR packets are small and some
of the on-going sessions may terminate in the mean
time, it is most likely that most of VBR packets can
reach downstream node B. Even if node B does not
have the corresponding VBR packet after transmitting
a CBR packet to its downstream node, instead of
leaving these VBR slots remain unutilized (wasted)
in the current super-frame, node B tries to send the
current packet from the BE priority queue.

Consider the scenario in which one of the intermedi-
ate nodes IN1 on the path from the source to the des-
tination reserved a set of resv-slots with its neighbor
node IN2. Assume that QoS-DSDV routing module
of node IN2 has received a CBR packet from its up-
stream node IN1. Before forwarding this packet, node
IN2 checks whether it is worth to forward this packet
to the downstream node. For this, node IN2 sub-
tracts the transmission delay of the current hop from
the value present in the remaining end-to-end delay
(laxity) field of the QoS-DSDV header of CBR packet.
If the packet is about to miss its deadline time, it dis-
cards this packet and the corresponding VBR packet
(if available). Otherwise node IN2 sends them to its
downstream node.

4. Simulation results

We simulated our protocol using GloMoSim. For BE
traffic, we have used CBR sessions which generate
datagram packets each of size 216 bytes, every 100
ms. For real-time (RT) traffic, we have used multime-
dia sessions which generate CBR packets each of size
216 bytes and VBR packets, every 100 ms. For VBR
stream, minVbrPktSize is 10 bytes, meanVbrPktSize
is 70 bytes, standardDeviationVbrPktSize is 30 bytes,
and maxVbrPktSize is 200 bytes. 500 ms is taken as
the deadline time. The length of super-frame is 90 ms.
Simulation time was taken as 600 sec and sessions of
200 sec were generated randomly between 50 and 350
sec of the simulation. Terrain area was 1000 m× 1000
m. Transmission range of a node was 250 m. Mobility
model used is the random way-point model with pause
time of 25 sec. The channel capacity is 2 Mbps.

Extensive simulation experiments are carried out to as-
sess the performance of our protocol by varying mobil-
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ity of nodes, network density, and offered load in the
network. Finally, we compared the simulation results
obtained by using our novel VBR slot allocation strat-
egy with those obtained using the CBR slot allocation
strategy.

4.1. Effect of mobility

In this study, we have 50 nodes uniformly distributed
in the terrain area. Mobility was varied from 0 m/s to
15 m/s with an increment of 3 m/s. The average call
acceptance ratios of RT traffic are shown in Figure 4
for offered loads 20 (10 BE and 10 RT sessions) and
40 (20 BE and 20 RT sessions). As expected the call
acceptance decreases with increasing speed. As the
number of path breaks increases with mobility, the av-
erage call drop ratio of RT traffic (Figure 5) increases
with mobility. The average end-to-end delay for both
RT and BE traffic is shown in Figure 6. The figure
shows a trend of stable average end-to-end delay for
RT sessions because of having bandwidth explicitly re-
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Figure 6. Variation of End-to-end Delay vs Mo-
bility.
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Figure 7. Variation of Packet Delivery Ratio vs
Mobility.

served along the paths. However it is slightly higher at
offered load 40 than the one at offered load 20 due to
increase in call setup times at higher offer loads. In
case of BE traffic, the average end-to-end delay in-
creases when offered load increases. The variation of
packet delivery ratio versus mobility is given in Fig-
ure 7. Here RT-Full refers to RT packets which are re-
ceived at the destination with both CBR and VBR parts
intact, while RT-Half means RT packets that lost their
VBR parts during transmission. RT is the sum of RT-
Full and RT-Half packets. The packet delivery ratios
of RT traffic decrease slightly with increasing mobil-
ity. Though RT and BE traffic have almost identical
packet delivery ratios at offered load 20, RT traffic has
better packet delivery ratio at offered load 40. This is
because of dropping of BE packets when BE priority
queues overflow due to congestion in the network at
higher offer loads.
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Figure 8. Variation of Call Acceptance Ratio
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Figure 9. Variation of Call Drop Ratio vs Num-
ber of Nodes.

4.2. Effect of density of nodes

In this study, we assumed nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed in the terrain area. We considered 15 RT and
15 BE sessions that are distributed randomly among
nodes in the network. The average call acceptance
and call drop ratios of RT traffic are shown in Fig-
ures 8 and 9, respectively. Since the number of RT
sessions is kept constant at 30 and are distributed ran-
domly among nodes, the load on network is decreas-
ing with increase in network density. Because of this,
the call acceptance slightly increases with increasing
the number of nodes. Since the average neighbor de-
gree reaches its optimal value, the call drop ratio is
low when network density is 50 [13]. Further at high
network density, contention increases which in turn re-
duces efficiency of the channel usage.

The variation of average end-to-end delay versus num-
ber of nodes for RT traffic is shown in Figure 10. The
figure shows a trend of almost constant average end-
to-end delay for RT traffic, however it is slightly higher
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Figure 10. Variation of End-to-end Delay vs
Number of Nodes.
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Figure 11. Variation of Packet Delivery Ratio
vs Number of Nodes.

at mobility 8 m/s than the one at no mobility because
of path breaks due to mobility of nodes. Variation
of packet delivery ratios versus number of nodes are
shown in Figure 11. We find that packet delivery ra-
tio of RT traffic almost remains stable with increase in
network density except for the case in which we have
30 nodes in the network. The reason is when there are
30 nodes in the network, the load on the network is
high as we have taken 15 RT and 15 BE sessions in
this simulation setting.

4.3. Comparison results

We compared the slot allocation strategy (SAS) used
in our protocol with a naive slot allocation strategy.
In the naive strategy, which we refer to as maximum
allocation strategy (MAS), sender node admits an RT
session only if there exists a set of free slots that
are sufficient enough to carry CBR packet and VBR
packet (whose packet size lies below the maxVbrPkt-
Size). Since reserved slots can accommodate all VBR
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Figure 13. Variation of Call Drop Ratio vs
Load.

packets in MAS, there is no need to insert any such
packets into BE queue and multimedia traffic that re-
ceived at the receiver is of high image quality. We have
studied the effect of load on RT and BE traffic under
these two strategies. In these experiments we have 50
nodes uniformly distributed in the terrain area. We
have uniformly increased the load by increasing BE
and RT sessions in equal numbers. In Figure 12, the
variation of the call acceptance versus load under these
two strategies is shown. Since SAS (our slot allocation
strategy) make uses of available free slots in super-
frame more efficiently than MAS, the call acceptance
for RT traffic is higher in it. Similarly, the call drop
ratio of RT traffic is also better in SAS (Figure 13).

The variation of average end-to-end delay versus of-
fered load for RT traffic is shown in Figure 14. The
figure shows that SAS has lower end-to-end delay than
the alternative scheme. The reason for this can be ex-
plained as follows. Consider the scenario in which one
of the intermediate nodes IN1 on the path from the
source to the destination has received only the CBR
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Figure 14. Variation of End-to-end Delay vs
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Figure 15. Variation of Packet Delivery Ratio
vs Load for RT Traffic.

packet from its upstream node in our scheme. Due
to lack of corresponding VBR packet, node IN1 for-
wards only the CBR packet to node IN2. The CBR
packet carries the information that the corresponding
VBR packet is no longer available. Upon receiving
CBR packet, node IN2 forwards it immediately in
the conn-slots of forthcoming super-frame to its down-
stream node without waiting for arrival of lost VBR
packet. Since this type of fast forwarding is possible
only rarely in MAS (i.e., when the corresponding VBR
packet is lost in transmission), it has slightly higher
end-to-end delay than SAS.

In Figure 15, the variation of packet delivery ratio ver-
sus offered load for RT traffic is shown. The figure
shows that our scheme has higher packet delivery ratio
than the alternative scheme. The reason for this can be
explained as follows. Since the average end-to-end de-
lay is higher in the alternative scheme, it may result in
dropping more number of CBR packets and the corre-
sponding VBR packets at the intermediate nodes when
they miss their deadlines.
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Figure 16. Variation of End-to-end Delay vs
Load for BE Traffic.
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Figure 17. Variation of Packet Delivery Ratio
vs Load for BE Traffic.

The variation of average end-to-end delay versus of-
fered load for BE traffic is shown in Figure 16. In case
of BE traffic, the average end-to-end delay increases
when offered load increases. Since the number of free
slots available decreases with increase in RT offered
load, the end-to-end delay of BE traffic increases by
increasing RT offered load. In Figure 17, variation of
the packet delivery ratio versus load, under these two
slot allocation strategies is shown. Since our scheme
allows BE traffic to dynamically make use of unused
reserved slots (if any) of multimedia sessions, for BE
traffic it has slightly lower end-to-end delay and higher
packet delivery ratio than that of MAS.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we modified RTMAC protocol for sup-
porting multimedia traffic in asynchronous Ad hoc
wireless networks. Specifically, we proposed a novel
slot allocation strategy for efficient utilization of the
available bandwidth for carrying multimedia traffic

and BE traffic. Currently we are extending this pro-
tocol, for carrying Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS)
encoded multimedia traffic.
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